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nationalism and history in contemporary japan - nationalism and history in contemporary japan ... and is
there a “surge of nationalism in japan,” as so often claimed (kitaoka 2001; sasaki 2001; hasegawa and togo
2008; nyt 2013), or even a “drift to the right” in the country (kato 2014; nakano 2015)? distinguishing between
elite maneuverings and popular attitudes, in this article i first identify what i consider to be the major ...
nationalism in contemporary nation states - 1 nationalism in contemporary nation states imagined
political and cultural community across 44 countries christian albrekt larsen, centre for comparative welfare
studies, nationalism in japan’s contemporary foreign policy: a ... - nationalism in japan’s contemporary
foreign policy: a consideration of the cases of china, north korea, and india maiko kuroki a thesis submitted to
the department of international relations of the london school of economics for the degree of doctor of
philosophy, london, february 2013 . of 2 ... the construction of racial identities in china and japan - 1
certain of the arguments in this essay were originally presented in kosaku yoshino, cultural nationalism in
contemporary japan: a sociological enquiry, london and new york: routledge, 1992. resurgent nationalism
and changing security perceptions in ... - resurgent nationalism in contemporary japan and china rising
nationalism in both countries has been the cause of the unraveling of various domestic and external factors,
which have ignited the inherently double-edged force. nationalism and linguistic purism in contemporary
japan ... - twined with nationalism. an example of this phe-nomenon is the controversy on the use an example
of this phe-nomenon is the controversy on the use of foreign loanwords observed in contemporary japan and
which has seen demands that youth, intimacy, and blood: media and nationalism in ... - youth,
intimacy, and blood: media and nationalism in contemporary japan ian condry japanese history has become an
explosive political issue in the media today, particularly in the journalistic coverage of politicians’ statements
and of recurring questions of textbook whitewashing. but as scholars of japan and asia are aware, these
perspectives constitute only a portion a much wider public ... blood type discrimination in japan macmillanihe - highlights how, prior to world war , blood type theory was used to argue thii at the japanese
and koreans were of different races. yet blood type debates in more contemporary japan are focussed
gaming, nationalism, and ideological work in contemporary ... - technologies and politics in the
commercialization and globalization of china’s cultural economy. the analysis of online games about china’s
resistance war against japan (1937–1945) highlights the interplay of the state’s political agenda, business
interests, and nationalistic sentiments as online games are planned, designed, and consumed in contemporary
china. it reveals that the ... modern japanese culture - cambridge university press - that have shaped
modern-day japan. covering topics such as technology, food, nationalism and the rise of anime and manga in
the visual arts, this book traces the cultural transformation that took place over the course of the 20 th
century, and paints a picture of a nation rich in cultural diversity. with contributions from some of the most
prominent scholars in the Þeld, the cambridge ... nationalisms, ethnicity, and identity in contemporary
china - nationalism in contemporary china is explored through comparative theoretical frameworks such as
“the invention of tradition,” “imagined communities,” popular nationalism, cultural nationalism, ethnic
nationalism, and a foreign view - lund university - in contemporary japans mainstream political life, a slight
surge of nationalism could be found (tanaka, 2007); for example visits made to the yasakuni shrine 5 by high
level 1 日本人論(n) - theories of japanese cultural or racial uniqueness. japan as an emerging multicultural
society - summary contemporary japan, with its low birth rate and high life expectancy, is an aging society.
furthermore, the country’s population is set to rapidly decrease in the coming decades. making tea, making
japan: cultural nationalism in practice ... - in contemporary japan to meet disconsolate pet owners’
spiritual needs. as newly invented traditions, pet memorial rites sow confl ict, challenging “traditional” models
of ritual that have gained cultural and political legiti- the cultural paradox of modern japan: japan and its
three ... - the cultural paradox of modern japan 131 in said’s orientalism, the west created a dichotomy of the
west versus the east, and attributed specific characteristics to each, including civilized versus
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